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Abstract

Although the ecological devastations induced by an oil spill are well studied, the hydrometeorological impacts from a long-term slick have gone unnoticed. The ocean-surface alterations stemming from the lasting oil footprint increase solar radiation absorption which in turn alters the atmospheric sea level pressure (SLP) and moisture gradients and wind speeds thereby influencing precipitation surrounding the oil spill. Revealing the potential impacts from these could better aid in the safety of crews cleaning spills and provide a better understanding of how humans alter the landscape. This thesis examines the changes in local hydrometeorology brought on by the 20 April – 19 September 2010 Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil spill in the northern Gulf of Mexico (GOM). Five Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) 4.2 simulations are utilized to establish potential impacts on pressure, wind, cloud fraction, and precipitation to ERA5 Reanalysis data with and without increased sea surface temperatures (SSTs) from the oil slick footprint.

During the time period of the simulations, compared to the control, the experimental scenarios suggest an increase in 2-m dewpoint temperatures and a decrease in SLP from the increased SSTs and implementation of the oil footprint. Additionally, the experimental scenarios display a ten-or-more percent increase in mid- to high-level cloud fractions compared to the control and a ten-or-more percent decrease in low-level cloud fractions. Roughly 300mm of greater experimental precipitation accumulation occurred across the portion of the GOM within the inner domain of the spill, implying that the alterations made within the scenarios influence the spatial and temporal patterns of precipitation.
Chapter 1. Introduction

Oil spills are a persistent problem for marine communities, and while the impacts on ocean ecology have been studied extensively (e.g., EPA 2022), the atmospheric effects from oil slicks have yet to be examined with the same vigor. These environmental disasters can last months and span areas of thousands of square kilometers. The possibility of these large oil areas affecting the surface energy budget seems likely as a darkening of the ocean surface would lead to increased absorption of incoming solar radiation while perturbing evaporation rates and raising surface temperatures. An area of increased temperature compared to its surrounding environment could result in the formation of a thermal low, causing clouds and thunderstorms, similar to the urban heat island effect (Han et al. 2014). This research will shed light on this under-studied aspect of oil spills as well as provide knowledge for those in the clean-up process and potential effects and provide a basis for further research into atmospheric and ocean circulation and stratification impacts.

Statistically, since the 1970s, the number of oil spills has been on the decline globally (International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Limited 2022). However, the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) oil spill archive shows that the oil spills are likely to continue into the foreseeable future. Each spill between the 1960s and 2013 is marked as being caused by equipment failure, human error, or extreme weather (BSEE 2013). Errors and negligence are impossible to remove fully, and natural disasters are a phenomenon that has forever plagued humanity and are only likely to increase in severity moving forward (IPCC AR6 2022). As long as humanity uses oil, accidents will occur eventually. It is therefore important to understand the short and long-term environmental impacts of these disasters. While the focus is typically on the marine environment, there is beneficial knowledge in understanding an oil spill’s
ability to heat the ocean surface to the point of altering convection patterns. This also further applies to worker safety during clean-ups as an increase in convection may lead to greater cloud and thunderstorm formation as well as lightning frequency.

The aim of this study is to use ERA5 Reanalysis data over the GOM from May – August 2010 to examine and SSTs as well as atmospheric metrics such as precipitation and cloud generation to answer the question: Can the presence of oil impact local hydrometeorology in the Gulf of Mexico? It is hypothesized that the Deepwater Horizon oil spill resulted in above-average cloud and thunderstorm development within the oil slick footprint. The size, duration, and timing of the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill provides a unique opportunity to study an unexamined environmental phenomenon.

Chapter 2 contains an overview of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, as well as studies on remote sensing of oil slicks and SST, and oil slick interactions with SSTs. Chapter 3 details the research design and methods and a summary of the synoptic scale factors influencing the summer of 2010. Additionally, Chapter 3 will include the specifications for the control and four experimental Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) simulations. In Chapter 4, the model validation is conducted and discusses how the model alterations impact sea level pressure, wind speed, and cloud activity and how those variables impact precipitation. Chapter 5 draws connections between these variables and how these relate to the summer-wide study duration. Chapter 6 aggregates the atmospheric impacts from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill as well as the potential for future studies related to this type of modeling.
Chapter 2. Literature Review

To determine the atmospheric impacts of the 2010 *Deepwater Horizon* spill, the location, duration, and context of clean-up must be established. This chapter will provide information on the following: [1] the oil spill event and scope, [2] remote sensing techniques for identifying oil slicks and their motion, [3] remote sensing techniques for assessing sea surface temperature (SST), [4] thermodynamic influences of oil on ocean temperatures, and [5] possible atmospheric impacts using an analogous environmental situation, the urban heat island.

2.1. Deepwater Horizon

On 20 April 2010, the oil platform *Deepwater Horizon* suffered a backup of natural gases, resulting in an explosion that killed 11 crew members and injured 17 more. Two days later, on 22 April, the rig capsized and sank while the blowout preventer beneath the surface failed, resulting in oil and natural gas flowing freely from the Macondo oil well for 87 days before it was finally capped on 15 July (McNutt et al. 2012, Joye 2015). The volume of oil discharged across this period is uncertain as it was not feasible to measure how much gas and oil were coming directly from the pipe. Initially, estimates were quite low with the British Petroleum Company (BP) stating that the flow was only at a rate of roughly 1000 barrels per day (MacDonald 2010, Bothun 2019). However, it was eventually judged that flow rates were much greater. Many methods were implemented, including airborne and satellite estimations, chemical measurements, acoustic measurements, and modeling. The consensus is that the rate was between 50,000 to 70,000 barrels per day with a total of over 210 million gallons of oil and 250,000 metric tons of natural gas being released (Crone & Tolstoy 2010, Camilli et al. 2011, Olascoaga & Haller 2012, Ryerson et al. 2012, Joye 2015, MacDonald et al. 2015). This disaster forced months-long shutdowns of many coastal industries and resulted in a loss of billions of
dollars across coastal communities and in cleanup efforts (Cohen 2010, Court et al. 2019). By the start of June, up to 229,271 km² of federal waters had been shut down due to oil impacts (Ylitalo et al. 2012). Composite images of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data showed that between April and August oil covered an area of 149,000 km² (MacDonald et al. 2015). This means that 9.31% of the Gulf of Mexico, with an area of roughly 1,600,095 square kilometers, was covered in oil across the five-month period.

2.2. Remote Sensing of Oil Spills

Remote sensing of oil spills has been practiced for decades and especially since the late 1990s (Xue et al. 2008). It allows for a wide-scale viewing approach as well as rapid updates. Remote sensing can even allow the detection of the thickness of an oil patch (Tseng & Chiu 1994). The most common methods of remote sensing of oil are at visible, infrared, ultraviolet, or radio wavelengths. The visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum extends from about 400 to 700nm and for a long time was the most popular wavelength band for identifying oil patches in oceans (Fingas & Brown 1997). For the Exxon Valdez oil spill of 1989, the use of visible remote sensing data through flyovers of the Alaskan coastline was instrumental in cleanup efforts (Taft et al. 1995). Visible satellite data are used by comparing the glint or sheen of the oil patch to the surrounding water (Fingas & Brown 1997, 2017). The problem with relying on this wavelength band is that instruments recording visible wavelength bands are passive sensors. As such, they rely solely on incoming radiation from the Sun reflecting off the Earth into the sensor’s field of view. It is therefore impossible to use these sensors at night or when cloud cover is substantial. Moreover, the glinting of the Sun off the ocean surface could cause errors when deducing oil locations (Fingas & Brown 2014).
These problems can be somewhat alleviated through techniques such as polarization. The basic process of polarization filters out either the vertical or horizontal portion of the wavelength from incoming light, allowing optical remote sensors to highlight different features within the ocean-scape surface (Tyo et al. 2006, Shen et al. 2011). Polarization is still cumbersome to use as it relies on precise satellite location and angle of reflecting light as well as suitable ocean conditions. Strong winds minimize effectiveness, as light from moving water is problematic (Shen et al., 2011). While valuable, visible data has substantial limitations for oil spill assessment.

Infrared sensors are another method of identifying oil spills, with most thermal infrared region (TIR) instruments sensing a wavelength range between 8 and 14 μm. Within this region, oil is unique when backdropped with water. Its smaller heat capacity than water coupled with a wide diurnal temperature range makes it readily apparent in the TIR band, especially during afternoons when it can absorb more heat than the surrounding water (Samberg 2005). Conversely during the nighttime, the oil cools rapidly, making it appear cooler compared to the ocean; however, these properties also mean that different water masses or frontal systems within the ocean could be misinterpreted as oil slicks (Samberg 2005). TIR instruments can also help determine the thickness of the oil spill. Pockets with thicker quantities of oil absorb more incoming solar radiation than thinner patches so thicker areas appear warmer, while thinner regions appear cooler. Very thin areas of oil are impossible to detect with TIR-based imagery and areas of high emulsion through wave agitation are similarly undetectable using TIR-based imagery (Salisbury 1993, Fingas & Brown 1997, Jha et al. 2008). TIR could also be used to determine the location from which oil is erupting. Xing et al. (2015) used the Deepwater Horizon oil spill to study TIR brightness temperature and found that there were cold patches of
oil surrounding the oil rig and warm patches farther away, likely because of the oil near the ocean floor exchanging heat with the surrounding environment before upwelling and appearing cooler than the surface oil or water.

Ultraviolet wavelength bands are also used to detect oil spills due to the highly reflective nature of ultraviolet light on oil. The reflectivity of oil in this range is 1.02 to only 0.722 (unitless) for water making it a great candidate for viewing (Goodman 1994) even, thin layers of oil. It can view oil patches less than 0.1 μm thick due to it being a measure of reflectivity as opposed to the TIR’s emissivity (Grüner et al. 1991). This proves to be a double-edged sword as reflectivity is only viewable on the ocean surface during the day and ultraviolet sensors cannot determine thickness (Grüner et al. 1991, Goodman 1994, Fingas & Brown 1997, Jha et al. 2008). Moreover, ultraviolet sensors are passive, reflective-based devices making them highly sensitive to sun glint and ocean topography. Suo et al. (2021) reported on the new Chinese satellite Haiyang-1C to determine a satellite’s capability to use the ultraviolet spectrum to determine oil slicks, finding that the angle of the satellite plays a major role in determining oil reflectance. They concluded that determining oil solely through ultraviolet bands is ineffective but could be used in conjunction with TIR to compensate for each band’s weaknesses (Fingas & Brown 2013, Suo et al. 2021).

The most common choices of radar imagery with oil presently are SAR or Side-Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR). SLAR uses an extended radar antenna whereas SAR uses the motion of an aircraft to create the same effect but with better resolution and higher accuracy; hence the name synthetic aperture radar (Fingas & Brown 1997, Doerry & Dickey 2004). Within the scope of radar bands, it has been found that X (3.75 – 2.4 cm wavelength), C (7.5 – 3.75 cm wavelength), and L (30 – 15 cm wavelength) bands are adept at spotting oil slicks; however, X
functions the best as the difference between backscattering and the ocean is most apparent at this frequency (Yang et al. 2009). These methods work due to a dampening of capillary waves by oil on top of the ocean surface. Capillary waves are tiny waves often seen as ripples caused by wind or another disturbing force that is restored to balance via water tension. Capillary waves are highly reflective of radio waves so when oil settles atop the water, radar imagery can capture oil due to the contrasting nature of the reflective surrounding marine environment and dampened oil (Gade et al. 1998, Wisman et al. 1998). In SAR or SLAR imagery, the normally bright, reflective ocean surface would appear dark when oil is on top. Taking it a step further, this means that anything that would dampen these waves would appear dark. Nevertheless, many ocean phenomena such as seaweed patches, fish sperm, internal waves, and freshwater plumes can create false positives within the radar imagery (Brekke & Solberg 2005, Espedal 1999, Walker et al. 2011, Fingas & Brown 2014). Wind can be another distorting factor for SAR imagery. Ideally, the wind would be between 5 – 6 m s^{-1} as this provides enough force to create capillary waves but not so much that the surface would become too choppy to view (Jones 2001). The full range of detection is between roughly 2 – 12 m s^{-1}, with emphasis on the 4 – 7 m s^{-1} range being important to recognize the wind patterns for identifying an object as (Jones 2001). They could be used quite well in conjunction with the other detection methods as SAR imagery can be used during the nighttime and inclement weather complementing the higher resolutions of infrared imagery and visible (Good et al. 2011).

2.3. Remote Sensing of SSTs

SSTs are essential to understanding global heat transport and air-sea interactions. It was only in the late 1970s, however, that technology was readily available to study SSTs outside of difficult-to-obtain in-situ data (Minnet et al. 2019). With the launch of infrared satellites
followed by the rapid improvement of instruments to close the error gap between \textit{in-situ} measurements, a new era of global SST study could begin. This allowed higher-resolution images and a way to study global currents on a broad scale (Legeckis 1979, McClain et al. 1985). Satellite sensors rely on a radiometer measuring the amount of infrared energy being emitted from an object, or in this case a body of water. Because historically \textit{in-situ} SST data has been measured through floats, buoys, and ships, the term “bulk SSTs” (Emery et al. 2001) refers to values between 0.5 and 5 m below the actual surface. Because the satellite can only measure roughly the top 10 μm of the ocean surface, satellites must estimate the bulk SST. Clouds pose a problem for infrared (IR) SSTs because IR sensors cannot penetrate clouds as effectively as microwave imagery can. This means that if a cloud is present, it must be either edited out through composite imagery or masked through algorithms. Composite imagery is useful for capturing cloud-free areas using multiple sweeps across the viewing (Haines et al. 2007). This method is imperfect as it cannot always be guaranteed that the cloud will move in time or that there will be another sweep of the area promptly. Cloud masking does not remove clouds from the images seen as well as composite imaging does, but it indicates a cloud is obfuscating the view instead of falsely suggesting a cold spot. While many algorithms for cloud masking exist, the basic idea is that pixels are compared to their surrounding ones and depending on the contrast the algorithm decides whether to mask it (Frey et al. 2008). This technique is simple and effective, but it also means that areas of high contrast, such as along the coast and especially strong ocean fronts can be mistaken for clouds and subsequently masked.

\textbf{2.4. Oil Effect on Ocean Surface and SSTs}

At the initiation of an oil spill, SSTs can affect the spreading of oil. While there are few studies on SSTs as they relate to oil, Samra et al. (2021) found that SSTs were important to oil
viscosity. Their study of coastal Egypt revealed that during winter days offshore waters were warmer and would disperse oil faster than coastal regions. The opposite is true for summer during the day when the coastal water is warmer than offshore and oil would disperse more rapidly along the coast. At night, in both the winter and summer the coast is warmer than the offshore, resulting in oil dispersing faster along the coast (Samra et al. 2021). Oil’s optical properties are tricky as they change across the electromagnetic spectrum. In the ultra-violet, visible, and near-infrared portions, water is more reflective than crude oil (Andreou & Karathanassi 2011, Fingas & Brown 2014); however, moving into the longer wavelengths such as TIR, the reflectance of the oil becomes slightly greater (Goodman 1994). The Sun emits the bulk of its energy in the ultraviolet and visible light range so hypothetically more absorption of solar radiation into the oil will occur as more light hits the oil. This coupled with the lower heat capacity of oil compared to water means that it might be possible for oil spills to appear warmer than water during the daytime and cool faster at night. However, little work has been done on comparing broad-scale, long-term oil spill temperatures to SSTs. Interestingly, when viewing SSTs, the thickness of the oil slick plays a major role. Oil slicks between 50 and 250 μm exhibit temperatures very close to the surrounding ocean due to heating from the ocean with evaporation canceling out incoming solar radiation over time while thicker (250 – 500 μm) oil patches are warmer than the surrounding ocean during the day (Ying et al. 2009). SSTs could be used most effectively to identify the oil spill extent, however, when the oil has yet to be dispersed while thickness is still great (Inmann et al. 2010).

The results could break down the standard land/sea breeze cycle. During the daytime hours, a sea breeze is formed from the land surface warming faster than the ocean, followed by the creation of low and high pressures, respectively. The resulting breeze flows from the sea to
the land. However, when oil is present the additional warming could reduce the gradient between the sea and land. In addition, the increased temperatures over the oil slick would produce more convection and subsequently more precipitation. Figure 2.1 shows the hypothesized influence of a large oil spill on nearby meteorological conditions. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a day when anomalous showers developed over the slick.

Figure 2.1. Oil influence on sea breezes. (A) Hypothesized post-spill effects on clouds and precipitation over the slick. (B) Normal (i.e., pre-spill) sea breeze (SB) conditions near the coast compared to (C) Post-spill, oil-modified SB circulation. Taken from Miller (2022a).
When oil is released into the ocean, a wide range of processes alter or break down the oil. The most common are evaporation, emulsification, photo-oxidation, and biodegradation, with each having its own impact on the ability of chemical oil dispersants (Nordvik 1999). Since the 2010 oil spill, research into photo-oxidation has grown tremendously as it was determined that this weathering process has a much higher impact than previously thought (Aeppli 2022).

Through indirect photo-oxidation, new oxygen species are created within the oil that oxidizes surrounding oil compounds and inhibit dispersants’ ability to function by 30 – 50% (Ward et al. 2020, Aeppli et al. 2022). Since most of the weathering process for photo-oxidation takes place within the first week (Ward et al. 2020) this chemical alteration of the oil would contribute to a longer-lasting oil slick.

2.5. Urban Heat Island Effect

Because the meteorological effects of oil spills have yet to receive scientific study, context for the atmospheric circulatory impacts must be drawn from analogous Earth-system
occurrences. Phenomena such as the urban heat island (UHI) effect, which results from the difference in temperature between an urban environment and the surrounding rural one, could provide an analogue to the heating of the atmosphere over an oil slick. Originally coined by Manley (1958) on snowfall accumulation in urban England, the UHI effect involves the comparison of a warm city in a metaphorical “sea” of otherwise cooler locales. Although Manley believed the effect to be small, in subsequent years it was realized this effect was far larger than anticipated and presently is an active research topic (Deilami et al. 2018).

The UHI effect is generated through an increase in the air temperature above a city due to several factors. The physical properties of building materials abundant in these settings store heat and release it slowly over time to the surrounding urban landscape. In addition, urbanization minimizes latent heat flux provided by vegetation, but it increases the sensible heat flux resulting from the absorption of incoming shortwave solar radiation by highly absorptive materials common to metropolitan areas (Price 1979, Imhoff et al. 2010). Magnitudes of the temperature range from the UHI effect vary greatly. Depending on vegetation and seasonality there could be a temperature difference upwards of two Celsius degrees (Price 1979, Armson et al. 2012). The diurnal cycle is another factor of the UHI effect. In the early morning, the temperature difference between a city and the countryside would be significantly smaller than the difference during the afternoon or evening. The UHI reaches its peak influence a few hours after sunset (Zhou et al. 2013). During the nighttime, however, there is no incoming solar radiation for a city to absorb so the temperature differences decrease (Dewan et al. 2021, Stone & Rodgers 2001, Zhou et al., 2013). Regionality and seasonality are other ways the UHI is altered (e.g., a forest versus an arid shrub-land). Winter produces a different UHI effect than summer. Due to the moisture in vegetation, areas of grassland or forest have a great temperature
difference from neighboring urban environments while arid regions exhibit a smaller difference, but a desert will have miniscule temperature difference between a city and the surrounding environment (Imhoff et al. 2010). Similarly, the UHI effect is greatest during the summer when more vegetation exists outside of a city. In the winter, the temperature difference between urban and vegetated landscape decreases from the lack of solar radiation and vegetation to evapotranspirate (Chun & Guldmann 2018, Deilami et al. 2018).

The comparison between the heated GOM at the oil slick and the UHI continues when considering precipitation impacts. The urban rainfall effect (URE) is the direct result of the UHI and describes how a metropolitan landscape bolsters the intensity, but not the frequency, of late-afternoon, convective-based rainstorms (Changnon et al. 1976, Shepherd et al. 2010). As the urban-induced heating causes increased convection, the rough urban topography also contributes to the increased precipitation (Hjelmfelt 1982, Bornstein & Lin 2000, Shepherd et al. 2010). Although the ocean lacks the ability to perturb the boundary layer in the same way that buildings can, additional heating provided by the oil’s presence could still cause an impact on precipitation intensity.

The same concept applies to lightning as well, as lightning generation from thunderstorms is largely a result of convective processes (Williams 1994, Pinto et al. 2013). An increase in convection intensity would presumably lead to an increase in lightning strikes as well, but the increase in lightning also comes from aerosols produced over cities (Stallins & Rose 2008). While aerosol concentrations would likely be smaller over an oil slick, the evaporation of oil on the ocean surface as well as the controlled burnings of oil could cause a sufficient addition of aerosols to create anomalous strikes (Perring et al. 2011, Rudich et al. 2003, Gullet et al. 2016, Gullet et al. 2017).
The UHI could be an analogue to the oil spill as the oil would increase the amount of solar radiation absorption at the sea surface relative to the surrounding water. The overlying air mass would take on the characteristics of the newly altered surface temperature increasing the temperature and instability of the air above the oil slick. However, an understanding of the environment and spill timing is necessary to determine how the oil slick may have elevated SSTs.
Chapter 3. Research Design

3.1. Synoptic Context and SST Overview

The summer of 2010 (May-August) was unusually warm for the southeastern United States. At the time, it had become the fourth-warmest summer for the U.S., and several states within the Southeast broke temperature records over the summer months (NOAA 2011). These warm conditions were also manifested in the Gulf of Mexico, where SSTs are illustrated within the 0.25-degree ERA5 Reanalysis (Figure 3.1, Hersbach et al. 2020). The warmest portions follow the general outline of the Gulf shelf and coastlines. These temperature abnormalities were largely attributed to the Azores High (also known as the Bermuda High and/or North Atlantic Subtropical High, NOAA 2011). This encroaching, semi-permanent anti-cyclone is a common occurrence for the southeastern United States. The anomalous strength of this circulation brought hot, humid, and sunny conditions across the Southeast. The duration and intensity of the Azores High were both above average (Figure 3.2) according to the Bermuda High Index (Stahle & Cleaveland 1996, Debbage et al. 2017), allowing for a much warmer summer and inhibiting major tropical storms from forming within the Gulf. Figure 3.2 shows that the Azores High was strongest in May and June and both months showed reasonable SST differences of about one to two Celsius degrees above the climatological average (Figure 3.1B-C). June showed a stronger SST difference than May, possibly due to being farther along in the summer resulting in an additional amount of solar energy absorption. The above-average temperatures continued through July and August with July having the smallest warm anomaly. The diminished warm anomaly in July was caused most likely by the double impact of Hurricane Alex making landfall on 30 June and Tropical Depression Two making landfall on 8 July, with both landing in northeastern Mexico (Gutro 2010, NWS no date).
Figure 3.1. (A) Averaged SSTs created from ERA5 Reanalysis data from May-August of 2010 compared to the 30-year climatological average (1980 – 2009). (B)-(E) Averaged SSTs from May-August of 2010 compared to the 30-year climatological average (1980 – 2009) per month.

Figure 3.2. Averaged Bermuda High Index 2010 compared to the 30-year climatological average (1980 – 2009).
3.2. *In-situ* Data and Oil-Overlapping Buoys

The publicly accessible NOAA Environmental Response Management Application (ERMA) was used to determine the location and extent of the oil (https://erma.noaa.gov/gulfofmexico/erma.html). Daily footprints were generated using a Texture Classifying Neural Network Algorithm (TCNNA; Jacobi et al. 2008) applied to SAR satellite data and released in shapefile format. The shapefiles were then converted into raster data within ArcGIS with 50 m cell sizes (ERMA Gulf of Mexico 2022). The data covers 23 April 2010 to 11 August 2010. However, of these 111 days, only 88 have data completeness, and some days lack a comprehensive view of the oil. Despite these limitations, the TCNNA SAR footprints still provide a useful ability to identify the general location and near-daily spread of the oil spill.

Figure 3.3 shows a frequency map highlighting the regions with the greatest oil concentration from the 88 days given by the TCNNA footprints and NOAA ocean buoys collected from the NOAA National Data Buoy Center. Buoy 42040 is the closest to the center of the oil spill, and this location is also where some of the highest temperatures should be seen. In fact, Buoy 42040 was within the oil slick on 46 of the 88 available days (52%) with oil footprints (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1. NOAA Buoy Metadata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buoy ID</th>
<th>Depth ocean temperature is recorded (m)</th>
<th>Approximate distance from the coast (km)</th>
<th>Approximate distance from Deepwater Horizon (km)</th>
<th>Percent of days covered by oil</th>
<th>Temperature Departure from Buoy 42040 (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42012</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42036</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42039</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42040</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42050</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42099</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Comparison of Satellite SSTs and in-situ data

Stations 42036, 42039, and 42040 had continuous historic climatological data dating back to 1994, 1996, and 1996 respectively. All three of these show the same basic pattern with 2010 ocean temperatures warming beyond the historical average in mid-May, followed by above-average mid-June temperatures to about 30°C or in the case of 42040 beyond 32°C (Figure 3.4). In early July 2010, the SSTs drop below the historical average. Along the coast, the
trend shows much the same pattern, with temperatures being above average farther inland but closer to average near the shoreline (NOAA 2011). However, starting at the end of July, another large spike in ocean temperatures appears across all three stations. Stations 42039 and 42040 follow each other quite well and exhibit the same trends, with 42039 having a smaller difference between 2010 and the historic data. Station 42036 is the farthest away from the oil spill and features many days in 2010 when the temperature drops by a degree or more and then quickly rebounds. It follows the same basic pattern, but in a much more disorganized manner. This station also has the lowest temperature of the three stations with peaks in mid-June and late July barely exceeding 30°C. All three buoys contain sporadic missing hourly data.

![Figure 3.4. Sea surface temperatures measured across May-August for Buoys 42036, 42039, and 42040, compared to historic values dating back to the initial recording of ocean temperatures (1994, 1996, 1996 respectively; Data retrieved from the National Data Buoy Center 1971).](image)

To assess the atmospheric impacts of the oil spill, an understanding of the slick’s thermodynamic qualities is needed. Because numerous SST data sets are available, this section compares remotely sensed SST reanalysis with observed in-situ data to establish consistency.
Six buoy stations with periods of record extending to 2010 and containing ocean temperature were examined. Each station was compared to the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) reanalysis (Merchant et al. 2019, Copernicus-ECMWF 2022, NOAA CoastWatch 2022) SST values for the nearest cell within 1.5 km of the buoy. The Level-4 Multi-Product Combined AVHRR dataset was chosen for this comparison as it offers a 0.05-degree resolution whereas the ERA5 SST reanalysis offers a 0.25-degree resolution, allowing a more accurate representation of the buoy locations. However, this still is a wide area measured compared to the buoy. The depth of the in-situ ocean temperature measurement varied per station (Table 3.1), with most in-situ water temperatures collected at least 1.5 m below the surface. See Figure 3.3 for the locations and IDs of all six buoys.

When examining each buoy across the summer, stations 42012 and 42050 showed a lower in-situ temperature than AVHRR reanalysis (Table 3.2), with the other four stations showing the opposite (i.e., warmer in-situ than remotely sensed estimates). Buoys 42012, 42040, and 42050 are the closest to the shore as well. Station 42050 was the only site displaying a higher AVHRR temperature in both median and mean, but this station was the farthest away from the epicenter of the oil spill. Although Station 42012 was much closer to shore than any other, it showed a very small difference in mean temperature between in-situ and AVHRR. This station was also the second closest to the Deepwater Horizon at roughly 150 km from the center. It is possible that proximity to the coastline and depth of water influenced the mean and median temperatures for both the in-situ and AVHRR.
When comparing each buoy to site 42040, the closest to the center of the oil spill, the average temperature across the summer was higher at buoy 42040 by a range from +0.43°C to +0.86°C.

This trend is mirrored within the AVHRR data as well, although not quite to the degree of the in-situ data. In both the in-situ and AVHRR data, Station 42012 had the smallest difference from Station 42040. Thus, in-situ data suggests waters near the slick were at least approximately 0.5 – 1°C warmer than the surrounding Gulf waters.

### Table 3.2. Mean and median ocean temperatures of in-situ and SSTs of AVHRR Reanalysis in degrees Celsius.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buoy Station</th>
<th>Buoy Ocean Temperatures</th>
<th>AVHRR Reanalysis SSTs</th>
<th>Difference between in-situ and AVHRR Reanalysis SSTs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42012</td>
<td>29.02</td>
<td>29.75</td>
<td>29.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42036</td>
<td>28.59</td>
<td>29.47</td>
<td>28.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42039</td>
<td>28.64</td>
<td>29.57</td>
<td>28.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42040</td>
<td>29.45</td>
<td>29.94</td>
<td>29.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42050</td>
<td>28.75</td>
<td>29.79</td>
<td>28.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42099</td>
<td>28.81</td>
<td>29.47</td>
<td>28.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When comparing each buoy to site 42040, the closest to the center of the oil spill, the average temperature across the summer was higher at buoy 42040 by a range from +0.43 C° to +0.86 C°.

This trend is mirrored within the AVHRR data as well, although not quite to the degree of the in-situ data. In both the in-situ and AVHRR data, Station 42012 had the smallest difference from Station 42040. Thus, in-situ data suggests waters near the slick were at least approximately 0.5 – 1 C° warmer than the surrounding Gulf waters.

### 3.4. Model Initialization

To simulate the oil spill, the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model version 4.2 (Skamarock et al. 2019) is used by increasing SSTs at the site of the oil slick. WRF is a common tool used to identify atmospheric alterations from land-cover changes (e.g., Miller et al. 2019, Román-Cascón et al. 2021), and input files within a WRF simulation can be used to manipulate the landscape based on the boundary condition provided by the static geography input files. Additionally, nesting domains within WRF allows for much higher spatial resolutions than the ERA5 Reanalysis boundary conditions provide. These factors allow for the study of events at a finer scale than would otherwise be feasible. The WRF numerical modeling is conducted to
discover the extent to which the oil spill influenced meteorological conditions during summer 2010.

While WRF cannot assimilate the presence of oil in the ocean directly, it can emulate the potential symptoms of an oil spill. Because the SSTs would increase as the darker sheen on the surface would absorb more solar radiation (Figure 2.1), the elevated SST signature can be mimicked within the model. Four different methods of assimilating slick-enhanced SSTs were employed, and although the oil moved from day to day, this is not feasible to simulate within each experimental scenario. To compensate for this, the experimental simulations are all guided by the spatial distribution of TCNNA oiling footprints shown in Figure 3.3. By using this frequency map, the areas of greatest impact can be determined by the areas of greatest frequency. The primary scenario of interest is termed Buoy 42040 Constant (B40C). This “constant” scenario features a ubiquitously increased SST across the entire oil slick footprint regardless of frequency. The elevation amount for B40C was 0.688 °C at each point within the oil slick footprint. The secondary scenarios are the “decay” simulations and are primarily used to determine the sensitivity of the WRF models to perturbations in the elevated SST signatures. These three have SST elevations at a maximum where the frequency was at the highest in Figure 3.3 (56 out of the 88 total days or a maximum frequency of 64%). The first of the decay scenarios is Buoy 42040 Decay (B40D), in which SSTs were increased by 0.437 °C on the oil slick footprint where the frequency was at 64% and at each lower frequency increment (i.e., 1/88 = 1.136%), the SST elevation on the oil slick footprint was decreased by 0.0078 °C until the frequency equaled 0%. The second decay scenario is Buoy 42040 Elevated Decay (B40ED). This scenario is identical to B40D except that the highest frequency portion of the footprint is elevated by 1.909 °C then decreased by 0.0341 °C at each lower frequency increment. The final
experimental scenario is AVHRR 42040 Decay (A40D) as this model was based on the remotely sensed AVHRR temperatures. Again, this model is identical to B40D except it is elevated at the highest oiling frequency (i.e., 64%) by 0.300 °C with a decrease of 0.0340 °C at each lower frequency increment.

The observed ocean temperatures collected by NOAA buoys across the GOM (Table 3.2) guided how strongly SSTs should be raised in the oil footprint. Buoy 42040, the closest and most frequently oil-encountering buoy to Deepwater Horizon (Figure 3.3), showed an average temperature of 0.688 °C higher than the other buoys. Table 3.3 shows the degree to which each scenario’s oil slick was elevated as well as how SSTs were decreased for each lower frequency increment of Figure 3.3. However, because Figure 3.4 demonstrated that near the slick, water temperature differences gradually increased from the long-term average, maximum SST increases were also introduced to the WRF scenarios gradually (Figure 3.5). The maximum SST increases indicated in Table 3.3 were achieved using a linear interpolation beginning on 0000 UTC April 22 and peaking on 1800 UTC June 14. Between these two dates, the WRF ocean input files contained 215 SST fields separated by six hours. As the simulation successively reached each new six-hourly ocean input field, the SSTs were increased by an additional 0.465% of the maximum warming for that scenario, and by 1800 UTC 14 June 2010, each scenario would experience its maximum SST anomaly (215 x 0.00465 = 1.0). June 14 was chosen as the apex because it displays the peak SST abnormality in Figure 3.4. After reaching this apex, the same linear interpolation was repeated in reverse for the 232 six-hourly timesteps between 0000 UTC June 15 to 1800 UTC August 11 until the ratio would equal zero. Each of these experimental scenarios will be compared to a control model where no oil slick is incorporated.
Table 3.3. Scenario names and abbreviations and model SST elevation dispersion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Name</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Highest elevated SST</th>
<th>Decrease in elevated SST per decrease in frequency of oil overlap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buoy 42040 Constant</td>
<td>B40C</td>
<td>0.688°C</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy 42040 Decay</td>
<td>B40D</td>
<td>0.437°C</td>
<td>0.0078181°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy 42040 Elevated Decay</td>
<td>B40ED</td>
<td>1.909°C</td>
<td>0.03409091°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVHRR 42040 Decay</td>
<td>A40D</td>
<td>0.30016°C</td>
<td>0.00536°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each model is run from 10 April 2010 0000 UTC to 31 August 2010 1800 UTC with output every six hours and 10 – 20 April discarded as the model’s spin-up time. The ECMWF ERA5 Reanalysis on single and pressure levels was used as the boundary conditions (Hersbach et al. 2020) and applied at six-hourly timesteps for the length of the model run. Two domains were used with the parent domain encompassing the southeastern U. S. and the inner, two-way nested domain capturing the northern GOM and lower portion of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida (Figure 3.6). Table 3.4 shows the parameterizations used within the
models, which were guided by previous studies WRF modeling studies in similar regional contexts (Miller et al. 2019, Dyer & Rigby 2020, Srivastava et al. 2023) as well as pilot testing.

![Figure 3.6. WRF domains.](image)

Table 3.4. WRF parameterization schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cumulus</td>
<td>New Tiedtke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphysics</td>
<td>WRF Double-Moment 6-Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary Layer</td>
<td>Mellor-Yamada-Janjic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation</td>
<td>RRTMG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary Conditions</td>
<td>ERA5 Reanalysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Layers</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Grid Spacing</td>
<td>12 km, 4 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land-Surface</td>
<td>Unified Noah land-surface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5. Data Analysis Methods

3.5.1. Model verification

The WRF control simulation is validated against surface observations of sea level pressure (SLP), 2-m air temperature, and 10-m wind speed. Four buoys within the inner domain supplied the observations (Figure 3.6), which were retrieved from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Data Buoy Center (NOAA NDBC). Model accumulated precipitation was validated qualitatively through the Integrated Multi-Satellite Retrievals for Global Precipitation Measurement (IMERG) final run for the daily accumulated precipitation with gauge calibration and combined microwave-IR estimate (GPM_3IMERGM v06) (Huffman et al. 2015). The model performance is characterized using the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) to determine the correlation between each model and the observations (See Section 4.1).

3.5.2. Experimental analysis

For both the control and experimental models, monthly averages were generated from the 6-hourly WRF output files. These were then differenced to examine the effects of the experimental conditions on the resolved meteorological patterns. The variables examined include 2-m temperature, 2-m dewpoint, SLP, 10-m wind speeds and direction, cloud fraction, and accumulated precipitation. These results were compared spatially and temporally using significance tests with a 95% confidence interval for their differences at each cell. While 2-m temperature and precipitation are provided directly in the WRF output, the python scripting package WRF-Python was used to calculate SLP, 2-m dewpoint, 10-m windspeeds, and cloud fraction at low, mid, and high levels. Comparisons were conducted for the entire inner domain (Figure 3.6); output for the coarser parent domain was not examined. Statistical significance was calculated in Python by computing the difference between the experimental model minus the
control at each temporal increment (i.e., six-hourly, daily, etc.). The 95% confidence interval associated with the mean difference was determined, and differences, both positive and negative, were deemed statistically significant if the 95% confidence interval did not contain zero.

![Figure 3.7. Buoy validation sites where: (1) Buoy 42012, (2) Buoy 42036, (3) Buoy 42039, (4) Buoy 4240.](image)

3.6. Limitations

While WRF is a powerful tool capable of simulating hypothetical scenarios, this study cannot incorporate all the elements necessary to make these simulations completely accurate. As previously stated, WRF has no actual capacity for incorporating oil so the method of elevating SSTs is a brute force tactic designed to assess the sensitivity of coastal weather conditions to oil-elevated SSTs versus a model without oil. While it mimics the thermal signature of the SST footprint, it does not actually modify the physical properties of the water in a way consistent with the oiling (i.e., albedo, air-sea exchange). The oil slick moved from day to day, so the static frequency map only approximates the average effect of the oil slick. Additionally, the warm summertime Mississippi River discharge into the GOM likely played a role in elevating and stratifying coastal SSTs.
Chapter 4. Results

4.1. Model Validation

The B40C scenario was compared against the observed data as the experimental run, in theory, should be closer to the observed conditions than the control run. $R^2$ values for 2-m air temperature and SLP (Table 4.1 – 4.2) were used to validate the model’s accuracy at six-hour intervals with observed data from the four buoys within the inner domain of the WRF model. The cell nearest to the buoys’ coordinates was used which means that no model-generated variables exceeded 1.5 km separation from the corresponding buoy. Table 4.1 shows a strong positive correlation with the observed 2-m air temperatures. B40C had $R^2$ values between 0.79 and 0.87 with most buoy locations being in the 0.80s. Stations 42012 and 42040 showed the weakest $R^2$ values with 42040 being the lowest at 0.79. Buoy 42036 had the highest $R^2$ value and was the farthest from the oil footprint with Buoy 42039 the second farthest.

Table 4.1. Correlation of 2-m air temperature and buoy-measured air temperature using $R^2$ values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buoy ID</th>
<th>Buoy Thermometer Height (m)</th>
<th>B40C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42012</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42036</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42039</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42040</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SLP correlation is almost ubiquitously higher than the 2-m air temperature values (Table 4.2). Buoys across the model largely feature SLP $R^2$ values in the mid-to-high 0.80s. Where the
2-m air temperature showed stronger correlations with buoys 42036 and 42039, SLP shows higher correlations with buoys 42012 and 42040.

Table 4.2. Correlation of SLP and buoy-measured pressure using R² values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buoy ID</th>
<th>Buoy Barometer Height (m)</th>
<th>B40C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42012</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42036</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42039</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42040</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to SLP and 2-m air temperature, R² values for wind speed were also computed between the observed data and B40C (not shown). While the R² values were relatively small, between the 0.10s and 0.20s, the WRF simulation accurately captured the most important aspect of the diurnal cycle compared to the observed data (Figure 4.1). Figure 4.1 shows how the mean wind speed compares to the observed wind speed. The B40C resolved slower-than-observed wind speed at all four locations, but for buoys 42036 and 42039 the diurnal wind speed patterns stay consistent with the observed. For buoy 42040, the B40C diurnal wind speed pattern deviates from the observed between 1200 and 1800 UTC when the modeled winds slow whereas the observed winds accelerate. The modeled winds at buoy 42012 largely did not successfully match up with the observed wind data. This could be a result of the buoy being close enough to the coastline that the model had a difficult time transitioning between the two surface fields; however, the mean winds speeds for 0000 and 1800 UTC were nearly congruent with the observed which outperformed all other buoys.
Figure 4.1. Mean buoy-measured observed wind speed versus mean modeled wind speed at six-hour intervals.
4.2. Changes in 2-m Air Temperature and 2-m Dew Point

Due to the importance of summertime convection in cloud and precipitation development in the GOM, the 2-m air temperature (T2) changes are hypothesized to be the basis for potential meteorological changes. For B40C, immediately in May the SST influence is apparent in the T2s and follows the same trend as the SST enhancement written into WRF by maximizing in June (Figure 4.2). July exhibits a swath of T2 lower B40C difference values, roughly \(-0.1^\circ C\) to \(-0.2^\circ C\), south of the oil footprint which lasts into August indicated by the black arrow labeled 1 in Figure 4.2C and Figure 4.2D. Starting in May and then growing across the months until August, there are values of \(-0.4^\circ C\) or lower along the interior coastline, although, along the Mississippi-Alabama border, there is a small, diagonally oriented region of roughly equivalent T2s across all months.

The changes in 2-m dew point temperatures (TD2) are shown in Figure 4.3. B40C displays higher TD2s across the oil footprint’s rough region, albeit more scattered and less coherent. Mirroring what was seen in the July T2s, there is a continuous zone of higher control model TD2s in the southwestern region of the domain and higher B40C TD2s concentrated in the northern tier of the domain (Figure 4.3C). August too has a small area of higher control model TD2s that matches up with the T2s on the eastern central section of the domain. Interestingly, while the control model has higher T2s over the Louisiana-Mississippi region for July, the control has significantly lower TD2s in the same area indicating B40C has a smaller dewpoint depression.
Figure 4.2. Differences in mean T2 between experimental scenario B40C minus the control for A) May, B) June, C) July, and D) August, where the cooler values are indicated by blue and warmer values with red. Stippled areas indicate statistical insignificance with a 95% confidence. E) Oil slick footprint is shown for reference.
Figure 4.3. Same as Figure 4.2 except for 2-m dew point temperatures.

4.3. Sea Level Pressure Changes

Figure 4.4 shows little statistical significance in SLP for May except for the small region along the Louisiana-Mississippi border with difference values upwards of 0.1 hPa. In June,
B40C has wide regions of lower SLPs concentrated over the oil slick footprint (Figure 4.4B), consistent with its wide area of ubiquitous SST elevation maximized in June. The B40C model exhibits lower SLPs across most of the domain in July with the eastern portion of the GOM having differences exceeding –0.2 hPa. In both June and July, the southwestern corner of the domain features SLP differences closer to zero, which is expected given that the largest differences would likely be over the oil footprint (Figure 4.4E). In the GOM for August, the Louisiana and Mississippi coastlines show a statistically significant SLP difference approaching 0.1 hPa. Much of the differences where the oil slick footprint would be is considered statistically insignificant as the oil slick’s SST increases have faded out by this time (Figure 3.5). Additionally, the Alabama and Florida area feature B40C SLP increases upwards of 0.1 hPa, and the southeastern quadrant of the domain maintains the slightly lower experimental SLPs that were seen in July. The summer for B40C’s SLPs shows a similar trend to the T2s and TD2s. May starts out statistically weak but then the difference values grow into June coinciding with the increase in T2s. However, instead of the SLP differences in July growing closer to zero as the T2s did, B40C’s SLPs decline and broaden across the domain before fading closer to zero along the central portion of the domain in August.
Figure 4.4. Same as Figure 4.2 except for SLP.

4.4. Response in Winds

The same method used to determine areas of statistical significance in the SLP was also used for the differences in wind speed (Figure 4.5). Theoretically, as the summer progresses there should be two main areas of wind-related interest: (1) the coastline where the land/sea
breeze cycle takes place; and (2) the highest-frequency portion of the oil spill frequency map (Figure 3.3). If the oil spill breaks down the sea breeze, then there should be a slowing of the average winds near the coastlines. The wind speeds may also strengthen around the oil slick as the pressure gradient is shifted due to changes in the SLP (Figure 4.4). Examining the wind speed differences by month yields a general idea of important locations and trends in the models.

Within Figure 4.6, there is a discernable anti-cyclonic circulation and likely an offshoot of the Bermuda High (Cochrane & Kelly 1986) known to be an abnormally strong synoptic influence on 2010’s summer (Miller & Mote 2017; NOAA 2011). The center of this circulation starts at the edge the domain in May (Figure 4.6A) and migrates farther westward as summer progress (Figure 4.6D), shifting coastal winds from a primarily south direction to a southwesterly direction over the oil slick (Walker et al. 1994, Walker et al. 2005).

June is the month when the oil footprint SSTs and T2s reach their maximum (Figures 4.2B and 4.3B) and similarly is the month when the wind speed differences reach their maximum of around 1 m s\(^{-1}\) (Figure 4.5B). When comparing against SLP in June (Figure 4.4B), the largest portion of statistically significant wind speed south of the Florida panhandle aligns with a relative maximum of \(-0.2\) hPa difference in SLPs. Comparing these to the average wind direction for June (Figure 4.6B), wind flow in B40C comes from a more southerly angle than the control. Starting in June, the southwestern quadrant of the domain features sporadic areas of statistically significant higher control model wind speed, and although few points are considered statistically significant, this band of higher control model wind speed extends around the offshore coast of Louisiana and up into the Mississippi-Alabama border.

By July, the B40C wind speeds decline following the same northwest-to-southeast swath seen in the July T2s and TD2s previously (Figures 4.2C and 4.3C). Additionally, there is a
lateral swath of wind speed differences between 0 and \(-1.5 \text{ m s}^{-1}\) along the GOM coastline, which was hypothesized in Figure 2.1. July for B40C does contain a region of faster winds than the control model south of the Florida panhandle. This region east of DWH and Buoy 42040 is also where SLP differences for July were almost ubiquitously beyond \(-0.2 \text{ hPa}\) (Figure 4.4C), and the wind directions for July (Figure 4.6C) are coming from an east-southeast direction. Together these create a rectangular region of faster winds heading toward the DWH and Buoy 42040. In August, there is a distinct lack of statistical significance, with the only areas of higher B40C wind speeds in the southern region of the domain. Because the SLP for B40C was higher than the control over Florida and Alabama (Figure 4.4D), the slower, southwesterly winds are likely due to trying to push against the resulting pressure gradient.
Figure 4.5. Same as Figure 4.2 except for wind speed.
Figure 4.6. Same as Figure 4.2 except for wind direction. Red wind barbs indicate B40C and black wind barbs indicate the control simulation.
4.5. Cloud Fraction and Precipitation

For the month of June, Figure 4.7A-C shows that across most of the oil slick footprint, there were lower percentages of cloud fraction for low, medium, and high levels in B40C versus the control. While these differences were largely insignificant in the lower levels, roughly the same area from the tip of Louisiana to Alabama shows statistically significant difference values less than −2.5% for both the medium and high levels. At medium and high levels, the southeastern region of the domain features positive cloud fraction difference values exceeding 5% indicating that at higher levels the experimental model is resolving more cloud coverage in that corner.

July’s cloud fractions strongly contrast with those of June (Figure 4.7D-F). At the low and medium levels, B40C exhibits higher cloud fractions in the northern, central GOM where the oil footprint reaches the coastline. The medium and high levels show a large statistically significant swath extending from the Louisiana coast to the southeast corner of the domain with difference values exceeding 5% where B40C has a higher cloud fraction. At the low level, however, this same zone is dominated by negative difference values, suggesting B40C generates fewer clouds in this layer, though the differences are statistically insignificant.

The average lifted condensation level (LCL) height difference for July is plotted in Figure 4.8. When compared against the mean low-level cloud fraction for July (Figure 4.7D), the region of the lesser B40C cloud fraction aligns with the higher LCL heights for B40C in Figure 4.8. B40C was, on average over the month, resolving clouds over this area at a higher altitude than in the control model, which corresponds to the increases in medium and high-level B40C cloud fraction in July. Additional evidence of this comes from the T2s and TD2s (Figures 4.2C and 4.3C). In the same areas, the greater dew point depression (i.e., lower TD2s and higher T2s) for B40C would mean that an air parcel rising would require greater vertical ascent to reach saturation
than it would in the control model. August is when B40C’s oil footprint SSTs decline back to being non-elevated and cloud fractions across all height levels begin to look similar to the control model. Cloud fraction for B40C maintains the pattern seen in the other variables of interest, whereby the elevated oil slick footprint SSTs peak in June, but the model impacts are most noticeable in July and then taper off in August.
Figure 4.7. A) Average June, July, and August cloud fraction differences of B40C minus the control model where red indicates lesser quantities of clouds and blue indicates greater. Stippled areas indicate statistical insignificance with a 95% confidence. J) Oil slick footprint outline.
Figure 4.8. Mean July LCL height difference of B40C minus the control where blue indicates higher control values and red indicates higher experimental values. Statistical significance with a 95% confidence interval is non-greyed on the plot.

For May through August, precipitation for both B40C and the control model significantly underperformed when compared to the observed precipitation in Figure 4.9A. The scenarios’ precipitation peaked at around 800 mm, whereas the observed precipitation from the combined IMERGS microwave-IR estimation accumulated about 1300 mm. Both the control and B40C scenarios resolve most precipitation onshore whereas the IMERG data places the maximum regions of precipitation over the GOM and clustered near the coastline. Within the boxed zone of interest (1) of Figures 4.9C and 4.9D, both models are trying to resolve similarly located precipitation; however, the control model generates higher quantities. This can also be seen in the boxed zone of interest (2). The boxed zone of interest (3) however depicts the opposite, where B40C places a higher quantity of precipitation. When examining the offshore precipitation in Figure 4.9C, B40C features more rainfall over the offshore area of the domain. Another location of model agreement is indicated by the black arrow in Figures 4.9A, 4.9C, and 4.9D.
Figure 4.9. A) IMERG observed precipitation in millimeters. B) Differences in accumulated precipitation of B40C minus the control model where red indicates higher B40C precipitation and blue indicates higher control precipitation. C) and D) Total precipitation from the B40C and control scenarios respectively. The outlined box 1 – 3 indicates a zone of interest and the arrow indicates another point of interest. E) The oil slick footprint outline.

Although the precipitation did underperform, important spatial and temporal information can still be gleaned from the models. Figure 4.10 contains the accumulated precipitation for B40C, the control model, and the observed monthly data. The difference in average daily
precipitation is also accounted for (Figure 4.10 J-L). For both simulations, the precipitation comes most often in June (Figures 4.10A and 4.10D) whereas in the observed data the maximum precipitation is in August (Figure 4.10I). Few places were considered statistically significant in June or July between the differences in daily averaged precipitation, but overall precipitation for B40C was in greater quantity and features some small regions of statistical significance marked by the black arrows labeled “1” and “2” in Figures 4.10J and 4.10K respectively. In June, the observed precipitation shows a large segment of rainfall along the Louisiana coast and in the southwestern quadrant of the domain as indicated by the black labeled arrows “3” (Figure 4.10G and 4.10J). At these same locations, B40C and the control model both seem to try to resolve this feature, but the control model does so marginally more successfully. Neither successfully modeled the precipitation surrounding the Deepwater Horizon in June (Figure 4.10G). As indicated by the black arrow labeled “4” in Figure 4.10H, July brings an area of precipitation in the observed data of around 400mm. This is not mirrored exactly in the simulations, but B40C does have an area of higher precipitation structurally similar and near the same region (Labeled as the black arrow “4” in Figure 4.10K). The simulations look nearly identical in August with neither presenting nearly the quantity of rainfall that the observed data shows in Figure 4.10I. This is most likely due to the elevated SSTs over the oil slick footprint being decreased to zero in August as seen in 3.5. For B40C, many variables manifested at their strongest and most consistent in the month of July. This was seen in the TD2s (Figure 4.3), SLPs (Figure 4.4), wind speeds (Figure 4.5), LCL height (Figure 4.8) and cloud fraction (Figure 4.7). However, precipitation was most accumulated in June for both models. The disparity between the models’ precipitation and the observed could be a result of different factors including influence from
parameterization schemes or microphysics adjustments as well as WRF not capturing a potentially important synoptic scale event.

Figure 4.10. A-C) B40C accumulated precipitation for the months of June, July, and August respectively. D-F) Control model accumulated precipitation for the same time frame. G-I) Observed IMERG accumulated precipitation for the same time frame. J-L) Mean daily difference for precipitation for each month with B40C minus the control. Red indicates greater B40C precipitation and blue indicates greater control model precipitation. Stippled areas indicate statistical insignificance with a 95% confidence in J-L. A-L are all plotted in mm. M) Oil slick footprint outline. The black arrows indicate areas of interest.

Figure Continued.
4.6. Sensitivity to the SSTs in WRF Models.

4.6.1. Decay Scenario Impacts to 2-m Temperatures and 2-m Dewpoint Temperatures

In addition to the primary model B40C, three other simulations (B40D, B40ED, and A40D) were run in order to determine the sensitivity of the model based on differing levels of SST elevation. Information regarding these three scenarios can be found in Table 3.3. Each scenario had a maximum elevation at the highest frequency portion of the frequency map and each lower frequency had a lowered SST to correspond until the frequency equaled zero. B40ED featured the highest SST elevation in the highest frequency portion of the map at 1.909 C°, B40D had the next highest at 0.437 C°, and A40D had the lowest at 0.300C°. The response in T2s to each scenario’s respective SST elevation can be seen in Figure 4.11, where B40ED has the highest and most defined response to the SSTs followed by B40D then A40D with a smaller response. Some patterns emerge between these scenarios, however. In July (Figures 4.11B, 4.11E, 4.11H, and 4.11K), each scenario exhibits a strong increase in experimental T2s.
southwest of Lake Pontchartrain. At the same time in the southern portion of the domain, statistically significant difference values between 0.0 C° to – 0.4 C° indicate the control model was warmer across the swath indicated by the black arrow labeled “1.” In August, the T2s over the oil slick footprint are similar to the control scenario, but B40ED still shows some statistically significant regions of higher experimental model T2s south of the Louisiana coastline (Figure 4.11F indicated by the black arrow labeled “2”) absent in B40D or A40D. Each of these three models includes a zone of higher control model temperatures just off the Florida coastline, and each model also has higher experimental T2s over the Mississippi-Louisiana border indicated by the black labeled arrow “3” in Figures 4.11C, 4.11F, 4.11I, and 4.11L. This area is most expansive in B40ED and least expansive in A40D and B40C.

In comparison to B40C’s T2s (Figure 4.11J-L), the patterns noted in this section are noticeable in that model as well. In June, in B40C shows the same lower T2 difference values over the Mississippi-Alabama border that each of the other models shows (Figures 4.11B, 4.11E, 4.11H, and 4.11K indicated by the arrow labeled “4”) with B40ED and B40C displaying it most prominently. B40C also displays the same lower T2s across the southern portion of the domain in July (Figures 4.11B, 4.11E, 4.11H, and 4.11K indicated by the black arrow labeled “1”) and shows the same increase in experimental T2s southwest of Lake Pontchartrain. August for B40C appears similar to the other models where the Mississippi-Louisiana border has greater statistically significant values of experimental temperatures than the control.
Figure 4.11. A-L) June, July, and August mean T2 differences for experimental models minus the control, where blue values indicate higher control T2s and red indicates higher experimental T2s. Stippled areas indicate statistical insignificance with 95% confidence. M) Oil slick footprint outline. The black arrows indicate areas of interest.

Figure Continued.
Examining the response in TD2s for the decay models (B40D, B40ED, and A40D) (Figure 4.12) again shows similarities when compared to the B40C TD2s. For June, B40D and B40ED both show statistically significant areas of difference values exceeding 0.25°C concentrated on the highest region of frequency around DWH (Figures 4.12A and 4.12D). The ubiquitous SST elevation in B40C exhibits a similar response seen in Figure 4.12J but is more widespread across the general outline of the footprint. B40ED has a region of lower TD2s than the control model indicated by the black labeled arrow “1” in Figure 4.12D. B40C presents the same lower TD2s in the same location (Figure 4.12J indicated by the arrow labeled “1”). Additionally, both B40C and the decay models, include the same region of lower experimental TD2s over Florida indicated by the black arrow labeled “2” in Figures 4.12A, 4.12D, 4.12G, and 4.12J.
In July, following the same swath of lower decay scenario July T2s in Figure 4.11, there is a statistically significant region of lower TD2s in the decay scenarios (labeled “3” with the black arrows in Figures 4.12B, 4.12E, 4.12H, and 4.12K). This pattern was seen in the comparison of B40C to the control model as well, but B40C also had a stronger TD2 presence just south of the Florida panhandle that is not reproduced in the decay scenarios. At the point indicated by the black labeled arrow “4” in Figures 4.12B and 4.12E, B40D and B40ED both have TD2 values around 0.5 °C cooler than the control. This is the same location where there are lower experimental July T2s versus the control (Figure 4.11).

With August, as the elevated SSTs decrease back down to zero, the experimental scenarios begin to trend towards fewer differences between the control. However, each of the experimental scenarios, including B40C, shows a region of lower TD2s south of the Florida panhandle (Figures 4.12C, 4.12F, 4.12I, and 4.12L), and each, except B40ED, shows lower experimental TD2s along the Louisiana coastline. Another feature present in all scenarios for August is the zone of higher experimental TD2s indicated by the black arrows labeled “5” in Figures 4.12C, 4.12F, 4.12I, and 4.12L. This region of statistically significant positive difference values follows northeastward through Lake Pontchartrain and then widens out to cover most of the onshore portion of the domain.
Figure 4.12. Same as Figure 4.11 except for TD2.
4.6.2. Changes in Decay Scenario SLP

Figure 4.13 contains the differences between the decay scenarios and the control SLP for June through August. While B40C had significantly lower SLPs, compared to the control, across the domain for June and July (Figure 4.13J-K), the decay scenarios largely feature lower SLPs than the control but more sporadic for B40D and B40ED in June (Figures 4.13A and 4.13D). In July these lower SLPs start to expand across the GOM for B40D and B40ED (Figure 4.13B and 4.13E). B40D especially shows lower SLPs around the coastline and along the edges of the domain while B40ED exhibits a pattern similar to B40C of dominating the entirety of the GOM, although B40ED does include a region of maximized lower pressures near DWH and Buoy 42040. For each of the models in August (Figures 4.13C, 4.13F, 4.13I, and 4.13L), there are large regions of positive difference values, where the experimental models have higher SLPs than the control, over the Alabama-Florida region. For all the decay models except B40ED, this region of positive difference values extends southwestwards along the Louisiana-Mississippi coastline.
Figure 4.13. Same as Figure 4.11 except for SLP.
4.6.3. Response in Decay Scenario Wind Speeds

Average wind speed differences between the decay scenarios and the control across the months of June through August are plotted in Figure 4.14. Across all experimental scenarios are statistically significant higher wind speeds than the control along the Louisiana coastline in June (Figures 4.14A, 4.14D, 4.14G, and 4.14J indicated by the black arrows labeled “1”). Both B40D and B40ED show a small area of faster wind speeds over Lake Pontchartrain with B40ED being slightly larger and with higher values (Figures 4.14A and 4.14D). In June also, each of the experimental scenarios has a region of slower wind speeds along the Mississippi-Alabama border at the arrow labeled “2;” however, this region is considered statistically significant only in B40ED and B40C (Figures 4.14D and 4.14J). The large section of higher B40C wind speeds south of Florida in Figure 4.14J is absent in any of the other experimental scenarios.

July is when most of the scenario variation seems to take place in the wind speeds. Figure 4.14 B shows B40D having faster wind speeds in a northwest to southeastern diagonal line while B40ED (Figure 4.14E) shows a similar area, but farther north and with a maximum near the DWH and Buoy 42040. Although statistically insignificant for most of the scenarios, July also features a belt of slower experimental wind speeds along the 30°N latitude line indicated by the black arrow labeled “3” in Figures 4.14B, 4.14E, 4.14H, and 4.14K with this phenomenon is most clear in B40D and B40C.

For August, the scenarios again show more variation for wind speed than they did for the previous variables. B40D places slower winds over DWH and buoy 42040 (Figure 4.14C). This is somewhat echoed in A40D but to a lesser extent and not evident in B40ED. All the decay scenarios feature faster wind speeds in Louisiana west of Lake Pontchartrain (Figures 4.14C, 4.14F, and 4.14I), but this is not evident in B40C. The boxes labeled “A” in Figures 4.14C,
4.14F B40D and B40ED show a region of increased wind speed, and this is mirrored in B40C as well (Figure 4.14L). It is not seen in A40D, however. Additionally, in each experimental scenario, there is a region of slower wind speeds along Florida’s panhandle indicated by the arrow labeled “4” (Figures 4.14C, 4.14F, 4.14I, and 4.14L), but this pattern is poorly aligned in each scenario with B40D representing it least significantly and A40D resolving the pattern farther north.
Figure 4.14. Same as Figure 4.11 except for wind speed.
4.6.4. Changes in Decay Scenario Cloud Fraction and Precipitation

July low, middle, and high-level cloud fractions are plotted in Figure 4.15. Analogous maps for May, June, and August are not shown, as most values were insignificant. The low-level cloud fractions were largely insignificant (Figures 4.15A, 4.15D, 4.15G, and 4.15J); however, they do show a recurring pattern that was manifested in B40C’s low-level cloud fractions: the diminished cloud fraction values indicated by the black arrows labeled “1” which aligns with the lower experimental T2s and TD2s in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, respectively. The middle levels (Figures 4.15B, 4.15E, 4.15H, and 4.15K) show a consistent pattern across all the decay scenarios where there is a large zone of higher experimental cloud fractions that extends diagonally across the domain. The same pattern was seen in B40C’s middle-level cloud fraction, but B40C’s featured much wider spread values of middle-level cloud fractions similar to what is seen in A40D. The high-level cloud fraction shows that in most of the experimental scenarios, significant cloud fraction differences occur over the domain ocean and less so over land with A40D being the exception. High-level cloud fractions for B40D and B40ED (Figures 4.15C and 4.15F) mimic the middle-level cloud fractions similar to B40C (Figure 4.15L). Additionally in the high-level cloud fractions, on the coastline where Mississippi meets Alabama (indicated by the arrow labeled “2”), there is a small region of lower cloud fraction in each experimental scenario not seen at the lower levels.
Figure 4.15. A-C) B40D July mean low, middle, and high-level cloud fraction differences for experimental scenario minus the control. D-F) Same as A-C) but for B40ED. G-I) Same as A-C) but for A40D. J-L) Same as A-C) but for B40C. Blue values indicate higher control cloud fraction and red indicates higher experimental cloud fraction. Stippled areas indicate statistical insignificance with 95% confidence. M) is the oil slick footprint outline. The black arrows indicate areas of interest.

Figure Continued.
While there are few statistically significant areas for the decay scenario’s daily averaged precipitation by month, the key features are the spatial patterns that arise from each simulation. Similar to B40C the bulk of the precipitation for each scenario came in June with a moderate amount in July and almost none in August except for B40D (Figure 4.16). For June, B40D and A40D place most of their precipitation south of the southeast Louisiana coast whereas B40ED places it in more centralized in the domain (Figures 4.16A-B, I-J). In comparison, B40C is the only scenario that places a large quantity of precipitation in the eastern portion of the domain (Figure 4.16J). In each experimental scenario, there is a small zone of lower precipitation indicated by the arrow labeled “1” that exists around the edge of Mississippi into Alabama (Figures 4.16A-B, I-J).

July is when less precipitation occurs in B40D and B40ED, but both display a swath of increased precipitation indicated by the arrow labeled “2” (Figures 4.16C and 4.16D). This same feature was seen in B40C’s July daily average precipitation (Figure 4.16L), and all experimental
scenarios include a small region of decreased precipitation along the Mississippi-Alabama coastline (indicated in Figures 4.16C-D, K-L by the arrow labeled “3”) that, while not considered statistically significant, appears in each scenario. The accumulated precipitation for each of the decay scenarios yields some locations of commonality (Figures 4.16G-H, O-P). B40D and B40ED show maximum high precipitation values along the Louisiana coast and are especially centered around DWH and buoy 42040 for B40ED (Figures 4.16H). Additionally, there is a location along the Mississippi-Alabama border of consistently low experimental precipitation values in the accumulated precipitation figures (Figures 4.16 G-H, O-P) indicated by the arrows labeled “4.” Compared to NOAA’s Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service’s (AHPS) monthly departure from normal, this location roughly matches where there are significantly low departures from normal in June and July (Figure 4.17), and this seems a reasonable comparison as most of the models’ precipitation occurs in June and July. While none of these models capture the precipitation accurately the common elements across each of them help bolster the results depicted in B40C as well as help determine some of B40C’s biases for precipitation location.
Figure 4.16. A-L) June, July, and August daily mean precipitation differences for experimental models minus the control where blue values indicate higher control precipitation and red indicates higher experimental precipitation. Stippled areas indicate statistical insignificance with a 95% confidence. M-P) Accumulated precipitation differences between B40D, B40ED, and A40D minus the control. Q) Oil slick footprint outline. The black arrows indicate areas of interest.

Figure Continued.
Figure 4.17. Monthly precipitation departure (mm) from normal for A) June and B) July 2010 (Taken from NOAA’s AHPS website, NOAA 2023).
Chapter 5. Discussion

5.1. Response in the Uniform-Increase Scenario

Because B40C closely matched the observed warming by buoy 42040 near the epicenter of the DWH spill, it will serve as the initial basis for understanding how the elevated SSTs altered meteorological variables. Logically, the elevated SSTs would in turn elevate the temperatures of the air just above the surface. This is clear in Figure 4.2 as the T2s roughly match the outline of the oil slick footprint. This increase in air temperature near the surface causes an increase in the kinetic energy of air particles which then would increase the volume of this imaginary air parcel. The increase in space for the air particles within this parcel over the oil spill leads to a reduction of density and results in lower SLP across much of the domain (Figure 4.4). This increases in June and July when the elevated footprint SSTs were at their highest.

The most outstanding features during July were the large swath of cooler B40C T2s and TD2s in the southwestern corner of the domain and the increase in both variables over the rough outline of the slick footprint (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). Additionally, as seen in the SLPs for July (Figure 4.4C), the difference values are closer to zero along the same swath mentioned, likely a result of the previously mentioned elevated T2s creating a localized zone of lower surface pressure over the slick footprint and a residual zone of relatively high pressure outside of it. As the maximum regions of lower SLP for both June and July were along the Alabama-Florida coastline (Figure 4.5), it follows that B40C’s wind speeds show higher values near the coastline. A combined result from the aforementioned variables shows that in July B40C has a smaller amount of low-level cloud fraction coverage along the southwestern quadrant of the domain (Figure 4.7D), consistent with the greater dew point depression for B40C over that region. B40C has greater
fractions of mid and high-level clouds as seen in Figures 4.7E and 4.7D as well as higher LCL heights in July for B40C (Figure 4.8).

During July, over the oil footprint, and along the Florida coastline there was a greater amount of low-level cloud generation occurring in B40C (Figures 4.7D and 4.8). Simultaneously, the TD2s were at their highest near Florida and elevated SSTs were still strong, so the extra moisture and heat (Figures 4.2C and 4.3C) linked to the warmer SSTs could be driving additional cloud coverage in these areas. Cloud fractions in June are greater in the control model compared to B40C (Figures 4.7A-C), especially along the Louisiana-Mississippi-Alabama coastline. This is most likely due to the lower experimental TD2s over this same area while having roughly equal levels of T2s thereby rendering a larger dew point depression and a dryer column of air. The greater moisture and cloud coverage over the central-eastern GOM then translates to greater precipitation seen in Figure 4.9B. The model precipitation was maximized in June with some additional rainfall coming in July (Figure 4.10); B40C had little difference from the control in August, however, consistent with the gradual reduction in B40C’s SSTs elevation towards the end of the spill. Over the course of the simulation, as the SSTs increased over the oil slick and subsequently increasing the T2s, the resulting lower pressure and increased moisture allowed a greater quantity of precipitation to resolve over and surrounding the footprint seen by B40C placing precipitation more accurately and more successfully within the GOM than the control.

5.2. Response in Decay Models

Each of the decay scenarios largely follows the same trend set by B40C. Each features an elevation in T2s corresponding with the elevation in SSTs per scenario, but compared to the large, uniform increase in SSTs in B40C, the effects from the decay models were more localized
around the maximum frequency portions of the oil slick footprint (Figure 4.11). B40ED shows the highest changes in T2s followed by B40D and then A40D. The decay scenarios all also showed the belt of lower T2s in the southwest quadrant of the domain in July (Figures 4.11B 4.11E, and 4.11H) that corresponded to lower TD2 values in the same regions (Figures 4.12B 4.12E, and 4.12H). When examining the alterations of TD2s in July, the swath of lower decay scenario TD2s is not as well formed as in B40C. B40D and B40ED both feature lower SLPs along the entire coastline, but for B40ED, the higher SST elevation seems to have created a similar spatial scale as B40C except B40ED’s maximum low pressure was centered over the highest raised SSTs near DWH (Figure 4.13E). Wind speed for the decay models also resembles the B40C scenario. In June and July, there are regions of slower decay model wind speeds along the coastline of Mississippi and Alabama as well as faster wind speeds over the oil slick footprint (Figure 4.14), following the hypothesized effects on the sea breeze; however, because WRF was configured to output conditions at six hourly time steps, viewing the land breeze and sea breeze cycle was inconclusive. The alterations of SSTs in the decay scenarios compared to B40C altered slightly the cloud fraction distribution seen in July in Figure 4.15. Where B40C and A40D had a wide cloud fraction covering much of the central-eastern domain in the middle and high-levels, B40D and B40ED had a more concentrated swath from the northwest corner down to the southeast (Figures 4.15B, 4.15E, 4.15H, and 4.15K). This is most likely a result of B40C's more expansive SST increase versus the more concentrated SST increase in B40D and B40ED; however, A40D fails to confirm this pattern, which would be expected to appear similar to the other decay scenarios.

High dew point depressions in June and July over the Mississippi-Alabama border (Figures 4.11 and 4.12) stood out in B40C and B40ED, as well as the other decay models but to a
lesser degree. This seems to correspond to the lower levels of precipitation generated in each scenario just north of this region in Figure 4.16 indicated by the arrows labeled “1”, “3”, and “4” which also matches up with the June precipitation for B40C (figures 4.16D, H, L, and P). Each of these decay scenarios also resulted in higher quantities of precipitation occurring over the offshore portion of the domain compared to the control. The degree to which the decay scenario was elevated seems to play an important role in determining where the increased precipitation will occur (Figure 4.16M-P). B40ED places most of the precipitation near the central area of the domain whereas B40D places it farther west. A40D is the model that stands out the most because it shows the highest precipitation across the domain ocean compared to the other experimental models. The rest of the models increase in precipitation quantity and area with the increase in SST elevation and frequency, and while A40D still largely exhibits the same spatial precipitation patterns, the total varies tremendously (Figure 4.16O). Despite variances between the models, the chain of events leading from the SSTs increasing, to the increase in T2s and TD2s, followed by a decrease in SLP altering the wind gradient, and precipitation totals and locations remain somewhat consistent across the decay models and B40C.
Chapter 6. Conclusions

By persistently altering the energy exchange at the sea surface, an oil spill may influence the local meteorological conditions. The confluence of the DWH oil spill during the 2010 summer with the synoptic and mesoscale conditions resulted in a unique hydrometeorological outcome. The Bermuda High was abnormally strong and likely helped confine the oil slick along the coast. The accident had to occur early in the summer and then last long enough to add to the naturally increasing SSTs during an otherwise synoptically quiescent summertime. The existence of a large oil patch on the ocean surface for an extended duration, the increased solar radiation absorption at the sea surface is posited to have altered wind speeds, temperatures, and dew points. By the comparison of five WRF simulations spanning roughly four and a half months, there is evidence that elevated SSTs from a long-term oil slick with warm 2-m air temperatures and cool 2-m dew point temperatures, lower surface pressure, increase cloud height while increasing precipitation offshore and decreasing it in several key locations onshore. Although temperature, moisture, and wind speed differences were statistically insignificant, the fact remains that there were also many patterns between the different models and observed data despite the differences in SST perturbations. The locations where little precipitation was produced in the experimental models roughly correspond with observed locations of abnormally low rainfall. While the method of incorporating the oil slick into WRF required assumptions and approximations, the results they produced and the consistencies between models are still worthy of consideration.

The ecological and financial impacts of an oil spill on the ocean are devastating and especially along a coast where so many industries from tourism to fishing and fisheries are crucial to local communities. While these result in lasting damages to the environment that are
difficult to recover in a human lifetime, the somewhat indirect method of alteration and not-directly-dangerous effects on the atmosphere and local meteorology is an area that has not been previously studied. Partially this is due to the typically small timescale of oil spill cleanup; however, with the likely continual rise in global ocean temperatures (IPCC 2022), the chances of an oil spill compounding high SSTs could increase the likelihood of slick-altered meteorological conditions. More research into this subject could help local meteorologists when predicting rainfall patterns for a coastal region or even while predicting surface wind and temperature forecasts for oil spill cleanup.

Future studies to refine the process of including oil into WRF as well as to discover further unknown effects of a major oil disaster on the atmosphere would be beneficial. Primarily, future research should create a simulation without the fading out of the elevated SSTs as it was seen in the observed precipitation data that August was the peak rainfall accumulation while the models all featured their peak precipitation in June corresponding to the SST elevation peaks. Additionally, research into the effects of seasonality on an oil spill could identify if and how a wintertime spill would affect regional meteorology. Further, analyzing a long-term oil spill on a year without such a strong Bermuda High could help identify how the synoptic scale circulation modulate the SST effects and impacts the oil. Another recommendation would be narrowing the time scale to determine the time required for an oil spill to start altering the atmospheric cycles.

Despite the hyper-specificity of this event, it is very possible to broaden this work to other locations by the fundamental physics of how the oil interacts with the atmosphere. This novel approach could open the doors to a wider body of work beyond the typically important oil research and allow a better understanding of how humanity shapes the planet.
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